Implementation of the Abelian Projection:
Reduce the non-Abelian gauge theory to an Abelian one, by a partial gauge xing:
{ Impose gauge conditions on the non-Abelian gauge eld components { Do not impose any gauge condition on the Abelian components (A 3 for SU(2), A 3;8 for SU(3)) R ;x is the link matrix in the adjoint representation of SU (2) D is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation of SU (2) x 2 SU(2)=U(1) ' S 2 : P 3 a=1 ( a
is invariant under the Abelian U(1) group: (2) The Higgs eld of the tHP monopole de nes the gauge transformation which puts it in the LAG. This gauge coincides with unitary gauge; in this gauge, A 3 has the (singular) Dirac monopole form.
The length of the Higgs eld translates into for the LAG; it has a zero at the origin, as expected.
So, at least for the classical tHP monopole, the degree of freedom has physical relevance. Look at correlations with regions of small .
Video:
An SU(2) con guration in LAG.
12 3 4, = 3:0. Scan in z-direction.
Same con guration, scan in t-direction.
Same con guration, in MAG. Using (u 1 x; ) 2 + (u 2 x; ) 2 ) instead of x .
But before showing the video. . .
Topology and De con nement
What do we expect in the high-T phase?
Lose (4d) con nement: expect no area law for standard (timelike) Wilson loops | no exponential decay of Polyakov loop correlators Retain 3d con nement in the T ! 1 limit:
expect area law for spacelike Wilson loops.
4d SU(2) in the static T ! 1 limit ) 3d SU(2) adjoint Higgs ) 3d compact U(1): 3d con nement due to tHP monopoles. regions of (u 1 x; ) 2 + (u 2 x; ) 2 ) > 0:14.
Yellow and red balls: pieces of monopole current loop moving in the scanning direction.
Orange bars: pieces of monopole current loop in the 3d slice which the movie currently displays; these \ ash" on and o .
Note that the monopole currents run on the dual lattice.
What the movie is supposed to make clear:
Correlations between \blue stu " (regions of small ) and monopole loops. The blue stu is not just UV noise.
Static behaviour (i.e., constancy in the short lattice direction) of the blue stu and the monopole loops.
MAG sequence (3 rd sequence): UV noise; no correlation visible.
MAG is ambiguous | LAG is not ambiguous.
The new degree of freedom contains important information about the \non-Abelian-ness" of con gurations. This information is taken into account by the LAG but ignored by the MAG. MAG suppresses physical monopoles too strongly.
Evidence for the physical relevance of :
{ For the classical tHP monopole, coincides with the norm of the Higgs eld. { appears to be a long-range quantity, not a UV uctuation. The correlation between monopoles and small-regions in the LAG suggests that the monopoles in the LAG are physical. No such evidence is available for the MAG.
There is evidence for a static distribution of topological charge in the high-T phase.
